 Accurate application identification is one of the core elements of network operations and management to provide enhanced network services and security. While the signaturebased approach that examines packet content for identification is attractive with greater accuracy than the traditional technique relying on TCP port numbers, one potential challenge is multiple matches arising when more than a single application identifies the data stream in question. In that case, the input stream cannot be adequately classified solely by the help of the application signatures, and it is necessary to establish an additional process that reconciles such multiple matches in order to make the final identification decision. In this paper, we address the problem of multiple matches by developing a set of selection heuristics that help accurately identify the application associated with the input data stream. The heuristics choose one out of a set of applications using their own unique discrimination function, and the input traffic can be classified into the selected application. Our experimental results with a recent traffic data set show that our proposed method successfully deals with multiple matches, achieving a high degree of identification accuracy up to 99% with respect to precision and recall.
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate application identification is one of the core elements of network operations and management for various purposes, including network planning and capacity provisioning, QoS assurance, security policy management and enforcement, network usage and performance monitoring, traffic engineering, and so forth [1] - [4] . A classical technique for classifying network traffic is to use TCP/UDP port numbers, but it has become inaccurate and unreliable due to the fact that applications can be allocated to ports dynamically and some applications can be assigned to other port numbers outside their own. For instance, BitTorrent allows users to choose port numbers other than the default port numbers between 6881 and 6889 [5] . In addition to the use of non-standard port numbers, tunneling such as HTTP tunnels makes it complicated to identify corresponding applications from the traffic only based on port numbers [3] . For these reasons, classifying traffic has become more difficult and new methods have been in development.
An alternative method widely considered is to examine packet content and search common patterns also known as "signatures" that repeatedly appear in packets belonging to a specific application. For instance, a string "0x13BitTorrent protocol" is a common pattern for BitTorrent [6] .A set of collected signatures could be used for identifying applications associated with input traffic in the future. Creating signatures is often performed with a training data set ("training"), and classifying input traffic takes place with the signature set ("identification"). This signature-based approach is known to be highly accurate compared to other techniques relying on packet header information and/or statistical information of input streams such as the number of bytes and time interval for transport layer sessions (e.g., TCP connections), which makes it attractive despite the high degree of computational complexity for deep packet inspection.
One potential challenge when employing the signaturebased technique for application identification is multiple matches arising when more than a single application identifies the data stream in question. For instance, an input stream may have a string that matches with a signature for application X, and at the same time, it may also include a signature for application Y anywhere else in that data stream. When this happens, it is hard to tell what application the input stream belongs to, since it contains signatures for both X and Y. From our experiments with existing signature-based classification techniques including LCS (Longest Common Subsequence) [7] , LASER [8] , and AutoSig [9] , we observed a substantial number of multiple matches during the identification process, as will be presented in Section III in detail. In that case, the input data stream cannot be adequately classified solely by the help of the application signatures, and it is necessary to establish an additional process that reconciles multiple matches in order to make the final identification decision.
In this paper, we address the problem of multiple matches to help accurate identification of applications. To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior research that investigated this problem. To this end, we establish a set of heuristics that help battle multiple matches and identify the input stream accurately. The heuristics choose one out of a set of applications using their own unique discrimination function, and the input traffic can be classified into the selected application. Our experimental results with a recent traffic data set show that our proposed method successfully deals with multiple matches, achieving a high degree of identification accuracy up to 99% with respect to precision and recall, commonly used for measuring identification performance.
The main contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows:  We formulate a problem of multiple matches in the application identification stage, with our observations that a substantial number of identification attempts (e.g., based on string matching) resulted in multiple matches.  We develop selection heuristics that help accurately identify the application associated with the input stream in question. The heuristics choose one out of a set of applications using their own unique discrimination function to reconcile multiple matches.  We present our experimental methodologies and results with a recently collected traffic data set. To evaluate the proposed heuristics thoroughly, we conduct an extensive set of sensitivity study with a broad range of parameters employed by the heuristic functions. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the summary of previous research efforts closely related to this work will be provided. In Section III, we provide a formal description of the problem of multiple matches for the signature-based identification, and selection heuristics that handle multiple matches will be presented in Section IV. Section V and VI will demonstrate our experimental methodologies and evaluation results. We will conclude our presentation in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
We introduce some of previous research efforts that are closely related to our work presented in this paper.
LCS [7] is an algorithm that compares two strings and finds the longest common subsequence in the two strings. For example, for two strings of "AABBCCDD" and "ABCDFFGG", LCS would return "ABCD" as the longest common subsequence because those characters appear in the same order in both strings. The resulted subsequence characters do not have to be in the same place in both strings, but they just have to appear commonly in both strings. LCS is used for many applications in a variety of domains such as gene sequence alignments [10] natural language processing [11] , and network security [12] . We consider LCS for network traffic classification in this study.
LASER [8] is a modified LCS algorithm that searches for the longest common substring as signatures for traffic classification. Instead of finding the longest common subsequence, LASER searches for the longest chain of characters together that form a substring that can be found in two network streams, and produces an "exact" string in which the characters should be in the same place in both strings, whereas an LCS signature is not necessarily exact and more like a pattern.
AutoSig [9] also searches for common substrings in flows but does not rely on the LCS algorithm. It instead breaks a flow into multiple chunks (called "shingles") that are compared and merged together to generate signatures. It also uses a tree to separate the substrings into further substrings so that all possible signature combinations can be recognized and used for flow identification. Like LASER, AutoSig produces a set of "exact" strings as application signatures.
The authors in [13] incorporated several techniques for signature creation for application identification. The input traffic data go through several processes in which first the data is extracted and tokenized, followed by a sequence alignment technique, and finally the signatures are constructed once all the data have been processed. Similar with LCS, it does not assume exact strings for application signatures but uses regular expression to represent signatures.
ACAS [14] also utilizes packet content (i.e., application information) for traffic classification, but it is different from the above techniques that search for common subsequences or common substrings that are found in network traffic. ACAS rather relies on machine learning algorithms for classifying network traffic. To enable this, the first N bytes are encoded and used for training, based on which the application identification takes place with machine learning techniques such as AdaBoosting. The authors showed promising results with a high degree of accuracy, but our work more considers traditional string matching for network traffic classification.
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this section, we formulate the problem of multiple matches that we focus on throughout this paper. We also present our observations that a substantial number of identification attempts resulted in multiple matches, which motivated us to pursue this research.
A. Problem Statement
Suppose a set of applications, A = {A i | i>0}, to which we classify input data streams. In this work, we consider a unidirectional flow as the basic unit of classification. By convention, a flow consists of a set of packets that have identical five tuples -source and destination IP addresses, source and destination port numbers, and protocol type. From a given set of flows for an application, F = { f i | i>0}, we collect a set of signatures, S = {s i | i>0}for that application. Since we assume multiple applications for classification, we use F X and S X for a set of flows and signatures respectively for application X. Note that we use the cardinality notation to represent the number of elements in a set, e.g., |S X | for the size of the signature set for application X.
The identification problem is to map the input flow f in question to an application A i , and the mapping function ψ is defined formally as follows:
The function ψ utilizes the known signature set for all applications for mapping, that is, S ALL = {S A , S B , …}.
For a given input flow f, we denote by s i ├ fifs i is found in f (i.e., the signature matches with the flow). LetM (f) be a set of signatures, the element of which holdsm i ├ f, for all i. If the size of M(f) is one(i.e., |M(f)|=1), we refer to it as a "single" match, while it is considered as a "multiple" match if |M(f)|>1 holds. The otherwise case is "nonmatch" and the input flow will be classified into "unknown", since no signature is found from the input flow.
For a single match (i.e., |M(f)|=1), the identification procedure is straightforward as the mapping function ψ could simply map f to the application to which the signature in M(f) belongs. For a multiple match (i.e., |M(f)|>1), however, we should consider N:1 mapping since there could be more than a single application in question. We define a candidate set Casa set of applications to which any element of M(f) belongs. As an example, suppose a case of five matches for f, i.e., M(f) = {m 1 , m 2 , m 3 , m 4 , m 5 }. If we supposem 1 is an element of S X , m 2 is an element of S Y , and the rest of the elements in M(f) belongs to S Z , then the candidate application set C should consist of C = {X, Y, Z}.This means that the mapping function ψ should have the capability to discriminate one out of the others in the candidate set for identification in the event of multiple matches, and it can be reduced to a selection problem.
To deal with this, we establish a heuristic function H that picks one element from the given candidate set C, as follows:
H: C →c, where c∈C
Suppose the real application for f is X. If c = X, then we say that the identification is correct; otherwise, incorrect.
B. Motivation
We now present why we are interested in this problem with our observations. We conducted a set of experiments with ten applications from a recent traffic data set. The data set we used will be described in Section V in detail. We then selected 100 flows randomly without any preference for each application from the data pool. We considered three techniques, LCS, LASER, and AutoSig, which have often been referred by past work [13] , [15] , [16] in the experiments. Note that our focus is not on comparing the quality of signatures for the existing techniques, but on exploring the problem of multiple matches. For this reason, we simply used the identical flow set for training and identification in our experiments.
To construct a signature set, we examined the first N bytes from each flow. We employed the default values defined by each technique. For the LASER algorithm, the number of packet constraint was set to 100 and the minimal length constraint used was 4 because the authors did not present optimal values for those parameters. For LCS, we used two additional thresholds to consider the minimal signature length and the coverage: Any candidate signature that has the byte length greater than or equal to the minimal signature length threshold was only accepted, and the coverage threshold defines the minimal fraction that the candidate signature should appear for that application. If the pattern is observed more widely than the coverage threshold, the candidate signature is accepted. A candidate signature that meets both threshold constraints is finally selected as a signature for the application. The constructed signature set is then used as an input to the identification process. For identification, we considered "exact matching" for LASER and AutoSig but not for LCS, since LCS is more based on pattern matching. The exact matching means that if the signature appears in the input flow with the exact byte order without skipping, we considered the signature matches with the flow in question. In contrast, we employed the LCS algorithm again for identification when using LCS. Therefore, if the result of the LCS algorithm with the signature and the input flow is exactly the same as the signature itself, we considered that the flow includes the signature (i.e., strcmp (signature, LCS (flow, signature)) == 0?"matched":"not matched"). Fig. 1illustrates the fraction of single and multiple matches over the number of bytes examined for both signature construction and identification. When we inspect a relatively small number of bytes (i.e., N=16 and N=32), we can see a dominant number of multiple matches from the figure. As N increases, the number of single matches also increases. For N=64 bytes, almost 50% of the total identification attempts incurred multiple matches. The fraction of single matches further increases with a greater N, as shown in the figure. At the same time, the number of non-matches also increases significantly as N goes up, which is critical to identification performance because we are unable to classify the traffic if there exists no signature that matches with the input flow. Therefore, it is very important to manage N reasonably. Since it has become more important to identify applications as early as possible for real-time analysis and response [1] , [14] , [4] and it would be much beneficial for avoiding the number of non-matches, we consider a relatively small number of bytes for inspection in this work. Consequently, effective handling of multiple matches should be essential in the identification process.
So the key question we now have is how can we settle multiple matches to reach the final identification? The good news is that the quality of signatures is fairly acceptable when N=64. Fig. 2 shows the fraction whether the candidate application set (i.e., C) contains the "real" application to which the flow truly belongs. As can be seen from the figure, almost 100% of the total candidate sets contained the real applications when we use either LCS or AutoSig. This means that if we could successfully address the problem of multiple matches, we can expect a high degree of identification accuracy even with the traditional signature-based identification techniques.
These observations motivated us, and in this paper we address the problem of multiple matches. In the next section, we will present how we identify the application associated with a traffic flow even in the event of multiple matches.
IV. RECONCILING MULTIPLE MATCHES
To effectively deal with multiple matches, we designed the following three heuristics: greatest number of matches (GREATEST), fraction-based selection (FRAC), and probabilistic method (PROB).In this section, we describe how the heuristics could make a selection from a given set of candidate applications. The presented heuristics will then be evaluated in the followed sections.
A. Greatest Number of Matches(Greatest)
This technique chooses the candidate application that has the greatest number of application signatures that identified the flow. Formally, we assume a counter set associated with the candidate set. That is, for the candidate set C = {c 1 , c 2 , …,c k }, there is an associated counter set N = {n 1 , n 2 , …, n k }, where n i is the number of signatures for application c i that matched with the input flow. Based on the counter set information, the heuristic selects an application that has the greatest number of application signatures that match with the flow. The heuristic is defined as:
For example, say 5 signatures from application X identified the flow and 3 signatures from application Y identified the flow. GREATEST would like to identify the flow as application X, since more of its signatures identified the flow than the signatures from Y did.
B. Fraction-based Selection (Frac)
The above technique (GREATEST) is fairly intuitive, since it performs the discrimination based on the number of signatures that match with the given flow. However, there could be a degree of discrepancies with respect to the number of signatures each application has. In the above example, application X may have a greater number of signatures than application Y. Then there might be a higher possibility that X's signatures can be found from the input flow than Y's.
To consider the discrepancies in terms of the number of signatures for each application, we design another heuristic, fraction-based selection (FRAC), which takes a fraction into account to discriminate the candidate applications. The fraction is determined by the number of application signatures that identified the flow divided by the total number of signatures for that application. That is, we consider a set of signatures for each application in addition to the counter set N defined in the previous heuristic. As in Section II, we use S X as the signature set for application X, and the cardinality of that is the number of elements in the set (|S X |). The heuristic is then defined:
| |
For example, if 5 out of the 15 signatures from application X identified the flow, the fraction for X becomes 0.2. Similarly, if 3 out of 6 signatures from application Y identified the flow, the fraction Y will be 0.5. In that case, FRAC will identify the flow as application Y, as Y has the greater fraction (i.e., 0.5 > 0.2), while GREATEST would select X than Y.
C. Probabilistic Selection(Prob)
The last heuristic we developed relies on a simple probability model to make selection. Suppose a set of signatures M X = {m 1 , m 2 , …,m k } that match with the input flow for application X. We define p i as the probability that the signature m i appeared in that application, computed with the training data set; that is, p i = m i / |S X |. We then define the collective probability P X as the probability that the input flow belongs to application X.
∏
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Thus, P X stands for the probability that any of the matched signatures for application X appearing in the flow belongs to X. We also refer the collective probability P to confidence. Then we may want to choose a candidate with the maximum confidence (P), and based on the intuition, we define a heuristic as:
The heuristics developed in this section choose one application out of the given candidate application set to reach the final identification with their own unique discrimination function. In any event of tie that the discrimination function results in more than a single application, the heuristic simply runs a random function to break the tie.
V. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGIES
We thus far discussed the problem of multiple matches and the selection heuristics that can settle multiple matches. We next evaluate the proposed heuristics. We introduce our experimental methodologies in this section, and then present experimental results in the next section.
A. Description of the Data Set
The traffic data set was collected in the period of March2011 -December 2011 in a LAN located in Korea, exclusively configured for data collection. Fig. 1 shows the configuration of the LAN. As seen from the figure, the LAN is connected to the Internet via a dedicated router, and client machines including PCs, laptops, and smart phones are configured via wired or wireless Ethernet. The client machines generate service requests for targeted applications to collect, and the data collector captures user packets in promiscuous mode capturing traffic for both directions. Fig. 3 shows the logical illustration of capturing packets at the data collector from both wired and wireless networks. In addition to collecting data from the LAN, mobile devices were also used for data collection. The mobile devices launch applications (by using apps) that access the Internet via 3G or LTE, and captured traffic for the applications by using a packet sniffing app [17] . The collected data in the mobile devices were manually copied to the collector machine. The collected data files have the p cap format [18] . The p cap files were inspected, and any noise (including non-application traffic such as background maintenance ICMP messages) had been eliminated. The total data size is 12.5GB with 930 p cap files for 98 applications. From the collected data, we obtained flow information based on the five tuples (i.e., source and destination IP addresses, source and destination port numbers, and protocol type). We explicitly distinguish sessions from flows: a session is bidirectional with a pair of unidirectional flows. A session begins with the connection initiation with the SYN packet and lasts until seeing the corresponding FIN packets for TCP. Since UDP has no connection establishment and termination, we assume that a session begins when the first packet appears and terminates when no corresponding packet that has the identical five tuples is seen for 60 seconds.
Among the large set of applications, we selected ten applications for our experiments as shown in Table I . There is no preference in the selection of applications but we simple chose applications that have the greater number of flows. We next discuss the experimental procedures we have conducted for evaluation. Fig. 4 illustrates the overall procedure. The first stage in the procedure is to construct the signature set from the training data for all applications. In our experiments, we employed LCS because of its rich set of signatures compared to LASER and AutoSig. In addition, unlike our expectation, the quality of LCS signatures is not inferior at all compared to the other techniques as also shown in Fig. 2 . Anyhow, the purpose of our experiments is not on the discovery of the best way to search for adequate signatures but on helping identify flows effectively.
B. The Experimental Procedure
When constructing the signature set from the training flows, we employed three parameters to control:  Number of bytes examined (B): B is a byte size constraint that determines how many bytes of the flow data that will be used in searching for signatures. Since protocol specifications are often placed at the first part of a flow, limiting the number of bytes for inspection would be desirable for resource saving and early application identification [1] [4].  Minimal length threshold factor (T): T defines a character length constraint, based on which the signature that contains at least a certain number of bytes will be accepted. The minimal length threshold is computed by ⌊ ⌋. For example, if B=64 and T=0.1, the minimal length required for a signature is 6 bytes.
 Coverage threshold factor (F):
The coverage constraint F is used to keep track how frequently the signature is found for that application. Thus, it is simply calculated by dividing the number of flows the signature is observed by the total number of flows for that application in the training data set. If the fraction is greater than or equal to F, the signature will be considered as a candidate signature. These parameters would dominantly work during the signature construction. The default parameters we used are: B = 64 (bytes), T = 0.1, and F = 10%. In other words, the first 64 bytes are examined in the signature construction and application identification stages, the minimal signature length is 6 bytes, and at least 10% of the total flows should contain the candidate sequence to be considered as a signature. Table) . In line 5-17, a bitmap is created for every signature found, if the size of the signature meets the minimal length constraint. The bitmaps will be used for computing "coverage" of signatures in the output table, as shown in line 19-23. Afterwards the fractions will be checked to see if they meet the coverage constraint by using the computed coverage fraction. Each table outputted by the function will hold the signatures for each application.
Once all the signatures are gathered, they will be inputted as a parameter for identification with an input flow in question. In the identification stage, each signature in the signature table will run through the LCS function with the input flow, and if the LCS function returns the signature itself, then the application signature is marked as identifying the flow as its application. If only one signature identifies the flow, it is a single match; if more than a single signature identifies the flow, then it should be a multiple match. Referring back to Fig. 4 , if the flow has multiple matches, it will be examined by a selection heuristic to make the final decision.
For multiple matches, we set up the heuristics described in the previous section. In addition, we also used a simple heuristic based on a random function (RAND) that chooses one out of the candidate application set uniformly. Each heuristic chooses one application from the given candidate set, and the selected result is compared with the "real" application to which the input flow actually belongs.
We compared the selection heuristics to see the identification performance. The next section will describe the metrics employed for performance comparison.
C. Performance Metrics
To measure performance, we consider metrics widely adopted for application identification. Basically, TP stands for true positive that is the total number of flows correctly identified for the application, FP is false positive that is the total number of flows misclassified into the application, and FN is false negative that is the total number of flows that are not classified into the application (although they actually belong to the application). In particular, we consider the following measures that combine the basic metrics:  Precision: the number of correctly classified flows out of the total number of flows classified into the application (i.e., Precision = TP/(TP+FP)).  Recall: the number of correctly classified flows out of the total number of flows in the set (i.e., Recall = TP/(TP+FN)). Hence, each of these measures is located between 0-100%; the greater, the better with respect to identification performance.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present our experimental results and core observations. We first run experiments with the default parameters, and then examine sensitivity by exploring a diverse set of values for each parameter used for the experiments.
A. Results with the Default Parameters
The first run of the experiment uses the default parameters (i.e., B = 64, T = 0.1, and F = 10%). Our experiments in this section focus on the performance of the selection heuristics, particularly with respect to precision and recall. Fig. 6 illustrates precision when we use the default parameters. While our heuristics show 81-94% on average, RAND works poorly with 74% for precision. This strongly suggests that efficient handling of multiple matches is essential to achieve high identification accuracy. PROB works fairly well with an average precision over 90%. Interestingly, as can be seen from the figure, GREATEST works very well with 94% precision on average despite its nature of simplicity. FRAC outperforms RAND, but it is pretty behind GREATEST and PROB with an average precision of 81%. The precision metric considers false positive, while recall focuses more on false negative. Fig. 7 compares recall for the selection heuristics across the applications. The overall result is similar with the precisions in Fig. 6 : GREATEST (90%) outperforms the other heuristics followed by PROB (88%) and RAND is the worst.
From the results shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , we see that if many more signatures match with the input stream, there is a higher probability that the flow belongs to the application. To see if it is the case in another setting, we continue to explore a diverse set of values for the three parameters (i.e., B, T, and F).
B. Impact of the Number of Bytes Examined (B)
We next investigate the impact of the number of bytes inspected to the selection performance. Recall that the parameter B represents the number of bytes that are extracted from the flow data for both training and identification. We still fix T and F as the default values (i.e, T = 0.1, and F = 10%). In this experiment we used the following B values, B = {16, 32, 64, 128, 256}. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show average precision and recall respectively over the number of bytes inspected (B). As can be seen from Figure 8 , B has a significant impact to precision: as the number of bytes inspected increases, we can see precision also increases, implying greater identification accuracy. As in the default setting discussed in the previous section, GREATEST consistently outperforms the other heuristics over a diverse set of B. With B=128 (bytes), GREATEST shows a precision over 98%. However, we observed no significant difference with a greater B than 128 bytes. PROB follows GREATEST and shows over 90% precision with B≥64, and RAND is the worst.
One interesting observation is that FRAC significantly improves precision as B increases. In particular, FRAC is comparable with GREATEST with B=128 and slightly better when B=256 (98.7% for GREATEST and 99.1% for FRAC). In Fig. 9 , FRAC also yields comparable results for recall when B≥128 bytes. Fig. 9 shows recall over a diverse set of B. Both precision and recall show a similar pattern. However, recall does not make an improvement and is even degraded when B>128 for the entire heuristics. This suggests that using the first 128 bytes in a flow or smaller than that would be recommended for the signature-based identification.
The reason for the steady improvement with a greater B can be explained with the increase of the fraction of single match as B increases, as discussed in Figure 1 . We observed that the true positive rate for single match is very promising over 98%. This implies that with an adequate means to settle multiple matches, the signaturebased identification would yield a high degree of classification accuracy.
C. Impact of the Minimal Signature Lengththreshold (T)
We next investigate how the minimal signature length impacts the performance by varying T. Note that the minimal length to be accepted as a signature is computed by ⌊ ⌋. We used T= {0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25}, B=64, and F=10% in this experiment. As shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 . , a greater T slightly increases precision but decreases recall. This means that using a greater minimal length threshold can reduce false positive, but it increases false negative at the same time. In sum, there is a trade-off in choosing a value for the minimal signature length threshold with respect to the false positive and false negative rates.
D. Impact of the Coverage Factor (F)
The last experiment investigates the impact of coverage factor by varying F. We used F = {5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%} and the default values for B and T.
As in Fig. 13 , the greater coverage leads to the smaller number of signatures because a pattern should be more widely observed to be considered as a signature with a greater coverage factor. For example, with F=25%, any signature should appear in ¼ of the flows in the training data set, while F=5% requires any signature to be appeared in 1/20 of the training flows. For F=5%, the average number of signatures per application is around 180, while it drops to 16 for F=20%. Overall, identification performance becomes worse as F increases. As shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 . both precision and recall decrease for GREATEST and PROB significantly over F. However, FRAC and RAND work better with F between 10% and 20%. GREATEST yields the best result with F=5%: 97% for both precision and recall. Therefore, it would be beneficial to choose a relatively small value for the coverage factor around 5% of the entire number of flows in the training data set to expect better identification performance. 
E. Discussion
We have seen that GREATEST outperforms the other selection techniques over diverse settings despite its nature of simplicity. To see why, let us take a look at some examples. From an Afreeca flow, we observed that 7Afreeca signatures identified it, 2 Pandora TV signatures did, and nothing for the other application signatures. Thus, GREATEST could correctly classify the flow into Afreeca. Here is another example for a Pandora TV flow: 2 Afreeca signatures matched, 2 for Daum, and 3 for Pandora TV, and as a result, GREATEST also identifies its application accurately.
The results for FRAC method show a different story. FRAC method is heavily influenced by the number of signatures generated for each application. Let us consider the two flows explained above again. For the Pandora TV flow, the fraction was 0.018 for Afreeca signatures, 0.034 for Daum, and 0.097 for Pandora TV. Even though Afreeca and Daum were only down by 1 in the GREATEST, they were at a disadvantage in FRAC, since Afreeca has 109 signatures, Daum has 59 signatures, and Pandora TV had 31 signatures. Therefore, FRAC was able to correctly identify the Pandora TV flow. However, if we take the second Afreeca flow example, the results gave Afreeca signatures a 0.064 and Pandora TV a 0.65. Even though Afreeca had the greatest number of matches, it lost to Pandora TV because it could produce a bigger fraction. The second example gives a look at why FRAC did not do as well as GREATEST in terms of accuracy. Now we consider PROB with the above example flows. For the Pandora TV flow example, PROB had confidence P=0.23 for Afreeca, P=0.28 for Daum, and P=0.31 for Pandora TV. Even though not all the signatures for Pandora TV identified the flow, this example shows that the signatures that identified it had a relatively high confidence value. For the Afreeca flow, Afreeca had P=0.78 and Pandora TV had P=0.23, which enables PROB to classify the input flow accurately. Although PROB is slightly behind GREATEST with respect to overall accuracies, it would be rather reliable if there can be a high degree of discrepancies in terms of the available number of signatures for different applications, since PROByields stable accuracies fairly close to GREATEST.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
While the signature-based approach is attractive with greater accuracy and thus adopted widely for network traffic classification, one potential challenge is multiple matches occurred in the identification process. Thus, it is necessary to effectively handle such multiple matches in order to obtain an adequate identification decision. To this end, we developed a set of selection heuristics that help battle multiple matches and help identify an input stream: GREATEST that selects based on the number of matches for each application, FRAC that considers the signature set size in addition to the number of matches, and PROB based on a probability that any of the matched signatures for an application appears in a flow belonging to that application.
To see effectiveness of the heuristic techniques, we conducted an extensive set of experiments with a recently collected data set. Our experimental results show that GREATEST and PROB fairly work well yielding up to 99%with respect to precision and recall. In particular, we observed that GREATEST consistently outperforms the other techniques despite its nature of simplicity.
There are some tracks needed to further be explored. From a set of experiments, we observed that LCS produces a rich set of signatures. However, we also observed that a substantial number of signatures for an application look closely similar. Refining the signature set would be beneficial not only for reducing the number of signatures but also for enhancing the quality of signatures. We plan to incorporate the refinement with the reconciliation presented in this paper, in order to provide a systematic methodology for the signature-based application identification. We also plan to employ additional traffic data sets for further verification of our techniques. 
